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ABSTRACT
In response to voting security concerns, security researchers have developed tamper-resistant,
voter verifiable voting methods. These end-to-end voting systems are unique because they give
voters the option to both verify the system is working properly and to check that their votes have
been recorded after leaving the polling place. While these methods solve many of the security
problems surrounding voting with traditional methods, the systems’ added complexity might
adversely impact their usability. This paper presents an experiment assessing the usability of
Helios, Prêt à Voter, and Scantegrity II. Overall, the tested systems were exceptionally difficult to
use. Data revealed that success rates of voters casting ballots on these systems were
extraordinarily low. Specifically, only 58% of ballots were successfully cast across all three
systems. There were reliable differences in voting completion times across the three methods, and
these times were much slower than previously tested voting technologies. Subjective usability
ratings differed across the systems, with satisfaction being generally low, but highest for Helios.
Vote verification completion rates were even lower than those for vote casting. There were no
reliable differences in ballot verification times across the three methods, but there were differences
in satisfaction levels, with satisfaction being lowest for Helios. These usability findings—
especially the extremely low vote casting completion rates—highlight that it is not enough for a
system to be secure; every system must also be usable.
INTRODUCTION
For centuries there has been a desire for auditability in elections. In mid-19th century America,
groups of voters stood in public venues and called out their ballot choices to the election clerks,
while a judge tallied the votes (Jones, 2001). The advantage of this voting method was that anyone
could listen to the vocal expression of preferences and keep their own vote count, which prevented
practices like ballot box stuffing. While this oral voting method may have increased the accuracy
of vote counting, voters’ desire for privacy was not addressed, enabling bribery and coercion. In
response, during the late 1800s, voting jurisdictions began to introduce the use of the secret,
Australian ballots that listed all the candidates for the same office on the same sheet of paper
(which was issued to voters at the polling station) and guaranteed voters privacy in preparing
ballots inside a booth (Brent, 2006). This voting system ensured that voters prepared their own
ballot expressing their intent while preserving anonymity. Yet this voting method was not perfect;
there was not a means to audit the election—leaving a long-standing tension between auditability
and privacy in elections.
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e2e Voting Systems
So that cast ballots can be both auditable and anonymous, which would ultimately improve the
integrity of elections, voting security researchers have developed secure, voter verifiable systems,
also known as end-to-end (e2e) voting systems (e.g., Adida, 2008; Carback et al., 2010; Chaum et
al., 2010; Clarkson, 2008; Ryan et al., 2009). e2e systems are voting methods that aim for ballots
to be cast as voters intend and counted as cast. To make sure these systems are functioning as they
should, they are designed so that both voters and observers can audit, or verify, various aspects of
the voting method—all while preserving voter privacy.
How do these e2e systems work? To protect votes from malicious attacks, cryptographic protocols
and auditing mechanisms are used. The cryptographic methods make it very difficult to
undetectably attack and/or alter the e2e systems so that election outcomes would be impacted.
Then, with the ability for voters and observers to audit the system, people are given a means to
make sure the system is working as it should—from making certain that intended selections are
the actual votes cast to checking that the ballots are accurately counted, resulting in a fair, accurate
election. In order to protect the identity and preferences of the voter, information that could
identify the voter is never associated with the ballot. Instead, e2e systems use a unique ballot
identifier (such as a code associated with each ballot), allowing a voter to find and identify their
own ballot while preventing others from being able to tell that the specific ballot belongs to that
individual. In addition, when a voter goes through the verification process to check that their ballot
was cast and recorded, their actual ballot selections are never revealed. Rather, the voter may be
shown another type of information that confirms that their ballot selections are recorded without
disclosing the actual selections.
Examples of e2e voting systems include Helios (Adida, 2008), Prêt à Voter (Ryan et al., 2009),
and Scantegrity II (Chaum et al., 2008). These three systems have been selected to be
representative examples of voter verifiable systems for several reasons. First, they are largely
accepted and discussed as secure voting methods within the voting research community.
Furthermore, they represent a spectrum of the different solution types that have been proposed for
use in polling stations (it has been suggested that Helios can be modified and adapted for use at
polling sites in order to prevent coercion). Helios is a web-based system and an exemplar of
Benaloh-style schemes (Benaloh, 2006). Prêt à Voter (PaV) is a simple, novel, paper-based
scheme with many variants that are being considered for use in various elections all over the world.
Scantegrity II is another paper-based scheme that incorporates the traditional paper bubble ballot.
All three voting systems have been used, or will be used, in actual elections: Helios was used in
the presidential election at the Universite Catholique de Louvain, Belgium (Adida et al., 2009),
International Association for Cryptologic Research’s board of directors election (IACR, n.d.), and
Princeton Undergraduate Elections (see princeton.heliosvoting.org). PaV has been used in student
elections in both Luxembourg and Surrey (P. Ryan, personal communication, April 3, 2014), and
it will be used in the November 2014 Victorian State elections (Burton et al., 2012). Scantegrity II
was used in the November 2009 municipal election in Takoma Park, Maryland (Carback et al.,
2010).
Helios
Helios is a web-based, open-audit voting system (Adida, 2008; Adida et al., 2009) utilizing peerreviewed cryptographic techniques. From a security standpoint, system highlights include
browser-based encryption, homomorphic tallying, distributed decryption across multiple trustees,
user authentication by email address, election-specific passwords, and vote casting assurance
through various levels of auditing.
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From the voter’s standpoint, Helios appears to be similar to direct recording electronic voting
systems (DREs) like VoteBox (Sandler, et al, 2008). Instances of the user interface can be seen in
Appendix 1. The following outlines the vote casting process from the voter’s perspective (the
exact steps have the potential to vary from voter to voter, hence the following are potential
procedures): 1) The voter logs into their email account to obtain the election’s website address
(this information can also be disseminated through other methods). 2) After navigating to the
election’s Helios Voting Booth webpage, the voter reads through the voting system instructions
and clicks “start” to begin voting. 3) The voter completes the ballot one race at a time by checking
the box next to the desired candidate or proposition and then clicking next/proceed to move onto
the next screen. 4) The voter reviews his or her ballot and then clicks the “confirm choices and
encrypt ballot” button. 5) The voter records his or her smart ballot tracker by printing it out and
proceeds to submission. 6) The voter logs in with their email address to verify their eligibility to
vote. 7) The voter casts the ballot associated with their smart ballot tracker. 8) The voter views a
screen indicating their vote has been successfully cast.
For a voter to verify their vote, or check that it was in fact cast in the election, the following
sequence is typical: 1) In the user’s inbox, open and view an email from the Helios Voting
Administrator. The e-mail indicates that their vote has been successfully cast and displays a link
where the ballot is archived. 2) The voter clicks on the ballot archive link. 3) The voter views a
screen that says “Cast Vote” along with their smart ballot tracker. The voter clicks on details and
views the code associated with the ballot, which can be used on an auditing page to verify that
their ballot is encrypted correctly. 4) The voter returns to the election home page and clicks on
“Votes and Ballots.” 5) The voter observes on the Voter and Ballot Tracking Center page that their
smart ballot tracker is shown within the list of cast votes.
Prêt à Voter
The next system, Prêt à Voter (PaV), inspired by Chaum’s (2004) visual cryptographic scheme, is
a voting system that allows voters to vote with paper forms (with randomly ordered races and
selections for each race), which can be physically modified to then serve as an encrypted ballot.
This voting method is auditable at numerous phases by both voters and teams of auditors (Ryan et
al., 2009). The system is flexible in that it allows different encryption schemes and cryptographic
mechanisms to be used as needed.
PaV was intended to provide voters with a simple, familiar voter experience. Images of this
study’s voting instructions, ballot, receipt, and vote verification pages can be found in Appendix 2.
To vote with the PaV system, the voter follows these typical steps: 1) A sealed envelope enclosing
a paper ballot is given to the voter. The voter opens the envelope and finds an instruction sheet and
cards that make up the ballot. 2) To mark their selections on the ballot cards, a cross (x) is marked
in the right hand box next to the name of the candidate or proposition that the voter wants to select.
3) After completing the ballot, the voter detaches the candidates lists from their selections or
marks. 4) The candidates lists are shredded. 5) The voter walks over to the vote casting station and
feeds the voting slips into the scanner. 6) The voting slips are placed in the ballot box. 7) The
voter takes a printed receipt, which shows images of the scanned voting slips along with the
website and ballot verification code needed to confirm that they voted.
For a voter to verify their vote using PaV, the voter might typically perform the following
sequence on a computer or mobile device: 1) Navigate to the election verification website, which
is printed on their receipt. 2) Enter the ballot verification code on the home page and submit it. 3)
View the vote validation page that confirms the entered verification code is valid. This page also
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displays images of every ballot card—thereby displaying every selection on every card (without
any candidates lists) that makes up their ballot.
Scantegrity II
The third method, Scantegrity II, is an optical scan voting system that enables a voter to vote with
a paper bubble ballot, enhanced by traceable confirmation codes that can be revealed by invisible
ink decoder pens (Chaum et al., 2008). This voting system can be audited by voters or any other
interested party.
Scantegrity II was developed so that voters could still use a familiar voting technology—an
optical scan bubble ballot that they already have experience using. Images of the paper bubble
ballot and other voting system materials used in this study can be found in Appendix 3.
To cast a vote using the Scantegrity II voting method, a voter would typically do the following: 1)
Read the instructions on both the ballot and separate vote verification sheet. 2) Use the special
marking device to make ballot selections—and consequently reveal codes—by filling in the
appropriate bubbles. 3) Record on the separate vote verification sheet the revealed confirmation
codes found inside each marked bubble. Also record on this sheet the ballot ID / online
verification number that is found on the bottom right corner of the ballot. 4) Walk over to the
ballot casting station to scan in the ballot and have it then placed in the ballot box. 5) Hand the
vote verification sheet to the polling station official so that they can stamp “Cast Ballot” on it. 6)
Choose whether or not to keep their verification sheet.
To verify the votes, a voter may perform the following sequence at their home or office: 1)
Navigate to the election’s vote verification web page. 2) Enter their unique online verification
number associated with their ballot. 3) View a confirmation webpage that says the ballot has been
cast and processed. This page also displays the online validation code along with a list of the
voter’s confirmation codes, with each code corresponding to a ballot selection.
Understanding the Usability of e2e Voting Systems
As can be seen from the vote casting and vote verification procedures, the three e2e systems are
complex from the standpoint of the voter. Many of the processes required to use the systems are
both long and novel in the context of voting. This is of concern because voters already have
difficulty voting with standard paper ballots due to design deficiencies like insufficient
instructions and confusing ballot designs (Norden et al., 2008). If additional e2e mechanisms are
then laid on top of these problems, this raised the question of whether or not voters’ abilities to
cast their votes will be further degraded. If people cannot use the system to vote, then voters will
likely be disenfranchised and election outcomes might be changed—tremendous threats to
democracy. Furthermore, if people are not able to verify that their ballot has been cast because the
system is too hard to use, then the system is not auditable—leaving room for inaccuracy and
corruption. Consequently, voting researchers need to understand the usability of each system and
how it compares to other voting technologies.
System usability is defined as the capability of a range of users to be able to easily and effectively
fulfill a specified range of tasks within specified environmental scenarios (Shackel, 1991). In the
context of voting, usability might be thought of as whether or not voters can use a voting method
to successfully cast their votes. Per ISO standard 9241-11 (1998), there are three suggested
measurements of usability: effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. As established in previous
voting usability research (Byrne et al., 2007; Laskowski et al., 2004), effectiveness addresses
whether or not voters are able to select, without error, the candidate or proposition for which they
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intend to vote. One way to measure effectiveness is by calculating error rates. Efficiency concerns
the amount of resources required of a voter to attempt achieving his or her goal. This variable can
be measured by calculating task completion times, or the amount of time it takes to vote or verify
a vote. The third measure, satisfaction, is defined as the voter’s subjective perceptions of a voting
system after using it—such as how hard or easy it is to vote using the method. Satisfaction can be
measured with a standardized instrument like the System Usability Scale, or SUS (Brooke, 1996).
The only way to know if e2e systems are usable is to empirically test them. While other studies
have reported on the usability of select e2e systems (Carback et al., 2010; Karayumak, 2011;
Weber et al., 2009, Winckler et al., 2009), none have experimentally evaluated the voting methods
along all three suggested measurements outlined by both ISO standard 9241-11 and the 2004
NIST report on voting system usability (Laskowski et al., 2004).
To address this lacuna, this study tested the usability of the three e2e voting systems presented
above: Helios, Prêt à Voter, and Scantegrity II. When applicable, the same materials and protocols
were used from the previous voting studies conducted by Rice University’s human factors voting
laboratories (e.g., Byrne et al., 2007; Campbell et al., 2009; Campbell et al., 2011; Everett, 2007;
Everett et al., 2008; Holmes & Kortum, 2013) to allow for comparison of usability findings across
different voting technologies. The goals of this research project were to understand whether voters
can use these e2e voting methods to cast and verify their votes, identify system attributes that
might be preventing voters from fulfilling their goals of vote casting and verifying, and help us to
make recommendations that might enhance the design and implementation of e2e systems.
METHODS
Participants
Thirty-seven participants who were U.S. citizens and 18 years or older (the minimum age to vote
in the U.S.) were recruited through an online advertisement in Houston, Texas. They were paid
$40 for participating in the study. The mean age was 37.1 years, with a median of 35 and a range
of 21 to 64. There were 22 male and 15 female participants. Participants were African American
(14, 38%), Caucasian (10, 27%), Mexican American / Chicano (4, 11%), Hispanic / Latino (4,
11%), and other ethnicities (5, 13%). As for the participants’ educational background, 2 (5%) had
completed high school or the GED, 23 (62%) completed some college or an associate’s degree, 8
(22%) were awarded a bachelor’s degree or equivalent, and 4 (11%) held a post-graduate degree.
English was the native language of 36 of these participants. All had self-reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. Participants rated their computer expertise on a scale from 1 to 10,
with one being novice and 10 being expert; the mean was 8.2 with a range of 5 to 10. 33
participants had voted in at least one national election, with an average of 3.8 and a range of 0 to
21. Participants had, on average, voted in 5.1 state and local elections. This is a diverse and
representative sample of real voters.
Design
A within-subjects design was used, in which every participant used three different voting methods.
The within-subjects study design increased the statistical power of the analysis such that the
sample size of 37 was more than adequate to detect even small effects. The three voting systems
used in this experiment were Helios, Prêt à Voter, and Scantegrity II. Each participant voted with
all three methods. All possible orders of presentation were used, and subjects were randomly
assigned an order.
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So that voters knew for whom they should vote, they were given a list of candidates and
propositions. Their list was either primarily Republican and contained 85% Republican candidates,
or it was primarily Democratic with 85% being Democratic candidates. Both lists had “yes” votes
for four propositions and “no” votes for two. These two lists were the same as those used in our
previous studies. Participants were randomly assigned one of the two slates.
Per the ISO 9241-11 definition of usability (ISO, 1998), there were three main dependent
variables: errors (effectiveness), completion time (efficiency), and subjective usability
(satisfaction). Three types of errors were included in the effectiveness measure. First, we measured
the inability to either cast a ballot and/or later verify votes. For example, if a participant completed
a ballot but never cast it by scanning it, then this was counted as an error with PaV and Scantegrity
II. In Helios, if a voter encrypted his or her ballot but never continued on to verify their eligibility
to vote (by logging in with their email account)—an action that is required at this point in the
voting process in order to move onto the actual vote casting step, then this would be counted as a
failure to cast. Second, we recorded per-race errors, which are defined as deviations on the voter’s
ballots from the list of candidates and propositions given to the voter, which they were instructed
to select. A per-contest error rate for each ballot was computed for every participant. Third, overall
ballot errors were measured. Overall ballot errors are defined as a ballot with at least one deviation
from the list of candidates and propositions given to the voter. For example, whether a voter
selected one wrong candidate or ten wrong candidates, the ballot would be classified as having
errors on it.
To measure efficiency, voting and verification completion times were used. Both voting and vote
verification times were measured with a stopwatch. The stopwatch was started after the
experimenter said the participant could begin, and it was stopped when the participant indicated
that they were finished with their task.
The System Usability Scale was used to measure satisfaction. The SUS contains ten subscales.
Each subscale is a 5-point Likert scale that measures an aspect of usability. The ratings for each
subscale are combined to yield a single usability score ranging from 0 to 100, with lower scores
being associated with lower subjective usability.
Data were also collected on other factors such as technologies used to vote in previous elections,
computer experience, perceptions of voting security, and preferred voting technology.
For each e2e system, the dependent measures described above were collected for both the vote
casting portion of the system (i.e., the procedures the voter must go through in order to make their
selections on a ballot and successfully cast the ballot), as well as the vote verification portion of
the system (i.e., the procedures required of the voter to be able to check that their votes were cast
and included in the final election tally). The two portions of the system were examined separately
since vote verification is an optional procedure not required to cast a ballot and have it be counted.
This study did not explore the usability of the optional auditing processes associated with the
systems.
Procedures
The study began with participants giving their informed consent. They were then read instructions
for the experiment. Subjects were instructed to vote on all three ballots according to their list of
candidates and propositions. Because verification is neither currently an option in U.S. elections,
nor required to cast a vote with e2e systems, voters were specifically told that they would be asked
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to verify their vote at the end of the voting process, and that they should take whatever steps were
necessary to insure that they could perform this verification step. Participants then voted with one
of the three voting methods (order was counterbalanced across participants, all orders used), each
in its own room to prevent confusion as to which equipment was associated with each voting
system. After voting on a system, the participants immediately completed the System Usability
Scale. When completing the instrument, participants were specifically instructed to evaluate the
voting system they had just used. Next, participants verified their vote using the same system and
completed another SUS, being explicitly instructed to evaluate only the verification system they
just used. They then went through this process for the remaining two systems. At the end of the
experiment, participants completed a final survey packet that was composed of 49 questions. The
survey covered topics like demographics, computer expertise, previous voting experience, security,
voting method comparisons, voting method instructions, and vote verification. Last, participants
were debriefed, compensated, and thanked for their time.
We used the modified form of the System Usability Scale as presented in Bangor et al. (2008) to
assess subjective usability or satisfaction. In this version of the SUS, the word “cumbersome” is
replaced with “awkward.” We also replaced the word “system” with the words “voting system” or
“voting method,” and “verification system” or “verification method” as appropriate. We made this
particular change based on user feedback from our pilot study’s subjects. Altering the SUS in this
way has been shown to have no impact on the scale’s reliability (Sauro, 2011).
It should be noted that the participants’ desktops were mirrored to a monitor that only the
experimenter could view in another part of the room. Mirroring the monitors was intended to aid
the experimenter in observing the participant’s actions in an unobtrusive fashion. Mirrored
monitors also allowed the experimenter to score the errors on Helios’ ballot in real time and
determine if voters verified their votes across all three systems.
Materials
For all three systems, the following hardware was used: The computers were Dell Optiplex
desktops with 17” monitors. The scanners were VuPoint Solution Magic Wands; these scanners
were selected because they would automatically feed and scan sheets of paper inserted by the user.
The shredders used were Amazon Basics 8 or 12-sheet automatic shredders. The printers used
were the HP Deskjet 1000 (Helios) and the HP LaserJet Pro Laser Printer (PaV), both of which are
single function printers. All computers had Windows XP operating systems and Google Chrome
version 32 as the default web browser. This web browser was selected because it was compatible
with all voting and verification systems tested in this study. The only icons on the computers’
desktops were the hard drive, trashcan, and Google Chrome.
Candidates and propositions on the ballots were those used in our previous experiments (e.g.,
Byrne et al., 2007; Everett et al., 2008). The candidates’ names had been randomly generated
through online software. The ballot was comprised of 21 races, which included both national and
county contests, and six propositions. The length and composition of the ballot was originally
designed to reflect the national average number of races. The format and layout of each system’s
ballot followed the criteria outlined by the system developers in published papers.
The Helios voting system and election was set up and run through Helios’ website at
vote.heliosvoting.org during the winter of 2013-2014. A Gmail login provided to the participant
was used to obtain Helios voting instructions, access the election link, confirm eligibility/identity
before casting the ballot, and/or view the confirmation email sent after ballot casting. See
Appendix 1 for the study materials used in association with this voting system.
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Since PaV had not been previously developed to be used in an election with numerous races (as is
the case in the United States), our team developed the system based on published papers about
PaV (e.g., Lundin & Ryan, 2008; Ryan et al., 2009; Ryan & Peacock, 2010; Ryan & Schneider,
2006), the PaV website (Prêt à Voter, n.d.), and in consultation with Peter Ryan, who first created
the system. It should be noted that the security mechanisms were not implemented in the system.
Nevertheless, from the voter’s perspective, the system appeared to operate as a fully functional,
secure system. See Appendix 2 for system materials.
This study’s implementation of Scantegrity II was heavily based on materials used in the 2009
Takoma Park, Maryland election, in which voters used the system to elect the mayor and city
council members (Carback et al., 2010). We also referred to published articles about the system
and corresponded through email with Aleks Essex, a researcher who has direct experience with the
implementation. When aspects of the system that might have potential to impact usability were not
specified, best practices in human factors were followed. Also, when possible, every effort was
made to keep system properties (such as font) constant across systems. Like PaV, this system was
not a fully functional prototype from a security perspective. Instead, it appeared to be fully
functional from the voter’s perspective. See Appendix 3 for Scantegrity II’s materials.
RESULTS
There were no differences in the findings based on whether participants were told to vote for
mostly Republicans or mostly Democrats according to their directed voting list, so we treated this
as a single condition. There were also no differences in the efficiency, effectiveness, and
satisfaction findings based on whether or not participants were able to cast a vote or later verify a
vote. This was also treated as one condition. The analysis was a repeated measures ANOVA
unless otherwise specified. p-values were adjusted by Greenhouse-Geisser (G-G) correction when
appropriate. FDR adjustments to post-hoc tests were performed when necessary.
Vote Casting
Effectiveness
Figure 1 shows the number of voters who thought they cast a vote with each system versus the
number of actual cast votes. As can be seen, a reliably higher percentage of voters thought they
had cast a vote that would be counted in election totals than the percentage of ballots that they
actually cast, (tested with binomial linear mixed model, z = 4.42, p < .001). The interaction
between these two variables across voting systems was not reliable. These completion rate
findings are extremely troubling. If the tested e2e voting systems are used in a real election, on a
large scale, high percentages of voters might not be able to vote—resulting in disastrous outcomes.
These failure-to-cast findings are especially unacceptable when many of the other systems tested
in our lab produced 100% ballot casting completion rates (e.g., Byrne et al., 2007).
Per-contest error rates as a function of system can be seen in Figure 2. There was no reliable
evidence for an effect of system type on these errors, F(1.1, 40.9) = 2.70, MSE = 0.00, p = .104, 2
= .09. In this regard, e2e systems seem to be performing better than previously tested voting
systems that had error rates ranging from less than 0.5% to about 3.5% (Byrne et al., 2007). With
that being said, this potential advantage over other voting technologies is moot if voters cannot
cast votes at reasonable rates.
Table 1 shows the frequency of error-containing ballots by voting system. Overall, 5 of the 111
(5%) ballots collected contained at least one error. Again, this error rate is lower than those
previously reported (see Byrne et al., 2007). Based on both the per-contest error rates and error
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rates by ballot, voters using e2e systems make few errors selecting candidates and propositions on
their ballots.
Perceived
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Figure 1. Percentage of cast ballots as a function of voting system, with
different colored bars representing perceived and actual cast votes
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Figure 2. Mean per-contest error rate percentage as a function of voting system
type, with error bars depicting the standard error of the mean
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Table 1. The number and percent of ballots with one or more errors as a
function of voting system type

Number of Ballots with
Errors

Helios

PaV

Scantegrity II

1 (3%)

4 (11%)

0 (0%)

Mean Vote Casting Completion Time (seconds)

Efficiency
Average ballot completion time as a function of voting system is presented in Figure 3. As can be
seen, there are differences in voting times across the systems, F(2, 72) = 8.45, MSE = 34,457, p
= .001, 2 = .23. Pairwise tests revealed all three means were reliably different. Participants took
the least amount of time to vote with Helios and the most amount of time to vote with Scantegrity
II. In prior research, ballot completion time is generally not sensitive to voting technology.
Average completion time for the identical ballot using arrow ballot, bubble ballot, punch card, and
lever machine voting methods is approximately 231 seconds (Byrne et al., 2007) and 290 seconds
across sequential DRE, direct DRE, bubble ballot, lever machine, and punch card systems (Everett
et al., 2008). Thus, the e2e systems impose a substantial time cost on voters.
800

600

400

200

0
Helios

PaV

Scantegrity II

Voting System

Figure 3. Mean vote casting completion time as a function of voting system,
with error bars depicting the standard error of the mean
Satisfaction
As can be seen in Figure 4, SUS ratings (out of 100 possible points) differ across the three e2e
voting systems, F(2, 72) = 5.28, MSE = 624, p = .007, 2 = .13. Pairwise t-tests revealed that
participants were reliably more satisfied with the usability of Helios, but there was not a
statistically reliable difference in satisfaction ratings between PaV and Scantegrity II. When
compared to previously tested voting methods, these SUS scores are comparable or lower than
those previously seen (Byrne et al., 2007). Using the assessment of fitness for use scale (based on
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the SUS score) proposed by Bangor, Kortum and Miller (2009), Helios would be judged as
“acceptable,” while PaV and Scantegrity II would be on the low end of “marginal acceptability.”
Based on all of these SUS findings, voters’ satisfaction with using Helios was relatively good, but
their satisfaction with using the other two systems was between poor and good—suggesting that
there is room for improvement in future system iterations.
100
90
80

Mean SUS Rating

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Helios

PaV

Scantegrity II

Voting System

Figure 4. Mean SUS rating as a function of voting system, with error bars
depicting the standard error of the mean
Vote Verification
Effectiveness
Figure 5 shows the number of participants who were able to actually verify their vote through any
means versus those who thought they verified as a function of system type. There was no reliable
effect of system or difference between perceived versus actual completion rates. However, these
vote verification task completion rates are lower than those for vote casting (again, tested via
binomial linear mixed model, z = 2.17, p = .030).
With Helios, 16 (43%) voters performed any type of vote verification action. Of these, only 8
(50%) recorded their smart ballot tracker, which allows them to identify their particular vote in the
online vote center. Two of the 16 participants verified by viewing the verification email sent to
them after voting. The rest of the subjects verified by viewing their information on the Helios
election website, keeping in mind that many did not have a recorded smart ballot tracker to which
they could refer. With Scantegrity II, 14 (38%) voters performed some type of vote verification.
Of these, only nine attempted to record all 27 vote verification codes; only a single person wrote
down all 27 correctly. Based on these results, for both Helios and Scantegrity II participants
engaged in a wide range of behaviors when they tried to check that their vote was cast in the mock
elections. PaV was designed so that the verification output required to check on the ballot was
automatically given to voters upon casting their ballots, and there was only one way in which they
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could check on their ballots, so more specific findings on verification actions are not reported for
the system.
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Scantegrity II

Voting System
Figure 5. Percentage of verified votes as a function of voting system, with
different colored bars representing perceived and actual verified votes
Efficiency
Results for vote verification time as a function of voting system are presented in Figure 6. The
effect of voting system was suggestive but not statistically reliable, F(1.2, 7.2) = 3.74, MSE =
21,559, p = .089, 2 = .38. It should be noted that the amount of time it takes someone to verify
their vote with these e2e voting systems is similar to the amount of time it takes to vote on
previously tested voting technologies (Byrne et al., 2007).
Satisfaction
Figure 7 depicts the mean SUS score as a function of system type. The effect of voting system was
reliable, F(2, 12) = 7.86, MSE = 792, p = .007, 2 = .57. Pairwise t-tests indicated that Helios was
rated lower than PaV on the subjective usability measure; there was not any evidence to support
other statistically reliable differences. Using the assessment of fitness for use scale (Bangor et al.,
2009), Helios would be judged as being “not acceptable,” Scantegrity II would be on the high end
of “marginal,” and PaV would be classified as “good.” To summarize these findings, Helios’
verification system had a staggeringly low subjective usability rating, emphasizing how bad
participants thought of the system’s usability. Participants did rate PaV higher (that is, that they
thought PaV was easier to use).
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Figure 6. Mean verification completion time as a function of voting system,
with error bars depicting the standard error of the mean
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Figure 7. Mean SUS rating for the vote verification process as a function of
voting system, with error bars representing the standard error of the mean
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DISCUSSION
Generally, all of the tested e2e voting systems appear to have momentous usability issues based
just on the high failure-to-cast rates. Perhaps more troubling, however, is the fact that many of the
participants in this study thought they cast a vote, but actually did not. These findings would have
huge implications in a real election. Since they believe they did in fact vote, they would not even
know to tell someone that they could not cast a vote to receive assistance or notify officials that
there might be usability problems. As for the voters who recognize they cannot vote, they might
seek help or they might give up. Even if they are able to eventually cast a vote after receiving
direction, they might choose not to vote in the future, and thus the e2e systems would
disenfranchise voters.
The low success rates observed in the vote verification part of the systems are also troublesome. If
voters cannot check on their ballot after voting, then fewer people will be able to check that the
system is working properly. The voter might also have lower confidence in the system since they
know the verification feature is available, but they were not able to use it for some reason. Even if
a voter is able to verify that his or her vote was cast, it might lead to frustration levels that are
associated with future system avoidance, meaning—again—there will be fewer people to check on
the integrity of the system. One potentially unintended consequence of these verification systems
is that it adds another opportunity for errors to be committed. If the voters write down their
verification information incorrectly (a smart ballot tracker in the case of Helios or a selection’s
confirmation code with Scantegrity II) then they might think their vote was lost, thrown out, or not
recorded correctly. If the voter then reports to an election official that something is wrong, a new
set of serious problems emerge: election officials and voters might think the election results are
incorrect, when in fact they are correct. If widespread, this kind of simple and foreseeable failure
could lead to a general lack of confidence in the results among the “average” voter who tried to
verify their vote, but failed. These are all serious ramifications—highlighting that it is not enough
for a system to be secure. Every system must also be usable.
Why are these systems failing?
It is clear that while the e2e mechanisms may significantly enhance the security of these voting
systems, the enhancements come at the cost of usability. The additional and unfamiliar procedures
impact the very essence of the voting process—the ability to cast a vote—and do so in ways that
cause many users to not even be aware that they have failed. We believe that there are several
general design choices that led to the results reported here, yet each of these can be overcome with
design modifications and additional research efforts.
1) Security Isn’t Invisible
All of the tested e2e voting systems function in a way that require users to be an active part of the
security process. These additional steps likely lead to increased cognitive load for the user, and
that increased load can lead to failures. In contrast, an ideal security mechanism requires no such
additional effort on the part of the user. In novice parlance, “it just happens.” The user is neither
required to take action nor even know that there is enhanced security implemented on his behalf.
For example, banks encrypt their web-based transactions, but the user does not take part in
enabling or executing these additional safety measures.
2) Tested e2e Systems Do Not Model Current Systems to the Greatest Degree Possible
Many of the observed usability difficulties in this study can likely be attributed to designs that
work differently than users expect. Many participants were experienced with voting and had seen
previous (albeit, different) implementations of what a voting system “should” look like and how it
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“should” behave. For the most part, the tested e2e systems deviated from these expectations
significantly, leaving users confused. In this confusion, participants might have recalled their
previous experience with voting systems, and then used that to guide their interactions. Since their
previously used voting systems do not work in the same way as e2e voting systems, referring to
previous experience inevitably led to decreases in performance and the commission of errors
where the users’ prior voting model and the system’s actual function did not match. This may
explain why Helios had higher SUS ratings than PaV and Scantegrity II. Many participants
verbally expressed that they liked using the computer to vote since they already use them daily—
in other words, they got to use a platform with which they were familiar. Of the three systems,
Helios also requires the least amount of unfamiliar, novel procedures. Essentially, the voter only
has to interact with a series of webpages to vote. In contrast, with PaV voters have to tear their
completed ballot in half, shred a portion of it, and then scan what is leftover into a scanner.
Scantegrity II is similarly unique, requiring voters to use decoder pens, record revealed invisible
ink codes, and then scan in their ballot. Deviations from the norm can hurt performance and user
assessment of that system, which is reflected in our results. Furthermore, PaV and Scantegrity
both require that candidate order be randomized, which violates the expectations of most voters
and does not conform to election laws in most U.S. jurisdictions.
Even though voters have never seen or interacted with systems like these before, it should not be
argued that high rates of failure to cast a vote or to verify a vote are to be expected—hence being
acceptable in a system deployed for use. This argument can be countered in two ways. First,
completion rates for two previously tested experimental voting systems—IVR and mobile vote—
do not suffer from this phenomenon (Holmes & Kortum, 2013; Campbell et al., in press). Second,
and more importantly, voting should be considered a walk-up-and-use activity. If a voter only
votes in national elections, then there are four years between each interaction a voter has with a
particular system, and learning retention is poor under infrequent exposures. Voters must be able
to use the system with near 100% success with little or no experience or training.
3) Verification Output Is Not Automated, So Users Make Mistakes
Verification of a vote is a new feature of these systems, so this probably led to some of the system
problems like not being able to verify or recognize that their vote had been verified. However, the
benefits derived from this feature are so central to these enhanced security systems that more
needs to be done to assist voters in the successful completion of this step. As noted, one of the
great difficulties users faced is that they either failed to understand that they needed to record
additional information to verify, or the additional labor involved dissuaded them from making the
effort. Further, even if voters understood and wanted to perform these steps, the likelihood of
committing errors in this step was high. Providing assistance to the voter, such as automated
output of the ballot ID (which PaV did) or security codes might have made this step more tenable
from the voter’s standpoint.
4) Insufficient User Instructions
Because these e2e system are both relatively new and place additional cognitive burdens on the
users, enhanced instruction may be required. This does not necessarily mean giving the voters
long, detailed instructions for use at each station, as these were often ignored or skimmed in the
systems tested here. It does mean providing specific, clear helping instructions at critical junctures
in the process. Instructions should never be a substitute for good design, but occasionally, good
inline dialogue can mitigate design features that are crucial to the systems operation. This lack of
inline instruction may have been why subjective usability was lowest for Helios. Helios provided
instructions in the beginning on how to vote, but after casting a ballot, the system did not tell the
voter how they could follow up by verifying to be assured that their vote was handled correctly.
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5) Voting Systems Were Not Specified in Detail
One of the things learned quickly as our team tried to construct these systems is that while the
security mechanisms were well-specified by the researchers who imagined them, not every system
specification was defined. This is understandable, as the papers we used to model e2e systems
described the security and general functioning of the system, not every single operational user
interface detail. However, anyone (like a county clerk) who wanted to implement such a system
would be left to devise their own best practices for all the omitted details, and this could lead to a
wide range of outcomes depending on the implementation. The devil is always in the details, and
this is especially true for complex systems such as these. It also points to the need for enhanced
collaboration between security researchers and human factors specialists when developing such
systems.
Where do we go from here?
Despite the usability problems associated with the tested systems, one must keep in mind that they
have the potential to be both more secure and more accurate than traditional voting systems once
the systems are usable by everyone. Incorporating human factors research and development
methods during active system development would be a critical part of ensuring that these types of
systems are developed with the user in mind
There are numerous questions that future research should address. For example, are people with
disabilities able to use the voter verifiable systems? If not, what can be done so that they can easily
and quickly vote? Are the auditing portions of the system usable? When a voter verifies their vote
with a system like Scantegrity II or PaV that displays their unique codes or images of their ballot,
how accurate are voters? In other words, would people actually catch errors? How do voters report
concerns about their verified votes? All three systems are designed to allow voters to check that
things are working properly. But if they are not, what do voters do? By answering questions like
these, the systems will be able to be further improved and the relationship between security and
usability will be understood in more detail.
CONCLUSION
The data from this study serves as a reference point for future research and discussions about the
usability of voter verifiable voting systems. It also enables e2e systems to be compared to other
voting systems that have been previously tested or will be tested in the future. With that being said,
this study only begins to answer basic research questions surrounding these new systems, while
highlighting many avenues for future studies.
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Appendix 1--Helios Voting System Study Materials

General Election
Harris County, Texas
November 8, 2016

To participate in this election, you will need to use the internet. For voting
instructions, please go to: mail.google.com

Login to Gmail using the following information:
xraychicken
Username: videobanana

Password: suitandtie

Figure A1.1. Study instructions for the Helios mock-election

Figure A1.2. Screenshot of the emailed instructions and link to the Helios election
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Appendix 1--Helios Voting System Study Materials

Figure A1.3. Screenshot of the Helios Voting Booth instructions

Figure A1.4. Screenshot of the presidential race on the Helios Ballot
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Appendix 1--Helios Voting System Study Materials

Figure A1.5. Screenshot of the Helios review screen

Figure A1.6. Screenshot of one Helios vote submission page
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Appendix 1--Helios Voting System Study Materials

Figure A1.7.
shown at the end of the voting process

Figure A1.8. Screenshot of Helios’ Voters and Ballot Tracking Center
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Appendix 1--Helios Voting System Study Materials

Figure A1.9. Screenshot of a voter’s archived ballot (accessed by voter through
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Appendix 2--Pret a Voter Voting System Study Materials
General Election Ballot
Harris County, Texas
November 8, 2016
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
1. Mark a cross (x) in the right hand box next to the name of the candidate you wish to
vote for. For an example, see the completed sample ballot below. Use only the marking device
provided or a number 2 pencil. Please note that this ballot has multiple cards. If you make a
mistake, don’t hesitate to ask for a new ballot. If you erase or make other marks, your vote
may not count.

2. After marking all of your selections, detach the candidates lists (left side of cards).
3. Shred the candidates lists.
4. Feed your voting slips into the scanner.
5. Take your receipts. Receipts can be used to confirm that you voted by visiting
votingstudy.rice.edu.

Figure A2.1. Voting Instructions for PaV
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Appendix 2--Pret a Voter Voting System Study Materials
PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT

Card Key: 7rJ94K-1

President and Vice President
Vote for One

Card 1 of 8

REP

Gordon Bearce
Nathan Maclean

DEM

Vernon Stanley Albury
Richard Rigby

LIB

Mark a cross (X) in
the right hand box
next to the name of
the candidate you
wish to vote for.

Janette Froman
Chris Aponte

CONGRESSIONAL
United States Senator
Vote for One
REP

Cecile Cadieux

DEM

Fern Brzezinski

IND

Corey Dery

Representative in Congress, District 7
Vote for One
REP

Pedro Brouse

DEM

Robert Mettler

STATE
Governor
Vote for One
REP

Glen Travis Lozier

DEM

Rick Stickles

IND

Maurice Humble

Card 1 of 8

Ballot Continues on Card 2

Figure A2.2. Card 1/8 of the PaV ballot
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Appendix 2--Pret a Voter Voting System Study Materials
General Election Ballot
Harris County, Texas
November 8, 2016
After polls close, you can check your votes online: votingstudy.rice.edu. Your ballot
verification code is 7rJ94K.
-1

Card 1 of 8

-2

Card 2 of 8

Card 3 of 8

-4

Card 4 of 8
--7

-6

Vote Verification Code:

Card 5 of 8

-3

Card 6 of 8

Card 7 of 8

Figure A2.3. PaV voter receipt
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Appendix 2--Pret a Voter Voting System Study Materials

Figure A2.4.

Figure A2.4. Screenshot of PaV’s vote validation web page
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Appendix 3--Scantegrity II Voting System Study Materials
GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS
NOVEMBER 8, 2016
- TO VOTE, COMPLETELY FILL IN THE OVAL
NEXT TO YOUR CHOICE.
- Use only the special marking device provided.
- If you make a mistake, do not hesitate to ask for a new ballot. If you make other marks, your vote may not
count.
- A confirmation number will appear inside the oval you mark. You may later use this confirmation number
to verify your vote online. After marking the ballot, you may choose to write down your confirmation
numbers on the card provided in the voting booth.
- To cast your vote, take your ballot to the scanner. Keep the card to verify your vote online after the polls
close.
PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT

STATE

COUNTY

PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT
(Vote for One)

COMMISSIONER OF GENERAL
LAND OFFICE
(Vote for One)

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
(Vote for One)

Gordon Bearce
Nathan Maclean

REP

Vernon Stanley Albury
Richard Rigby

DEM

Janette Froman
Chris Aponte

Sam Saddler

REP

Elise Ellzey

DEM

CONGRESSIONAL
UNITED STATES SENATOR
(Vote for One)

REP

Roberto Aron

DEM

REP

Jillian Balas

REP

Fern Brzezinski

DEM

Zachary Minick

DEM

Corey Dery

IND

Pedro Brouse
Robert Mettler

REP
DEM

STATE

Glen Travis Lozier

REP

Rick Stickles

DEM

Maurice Humble

IND

Shane Terrio

REP

Cassie Principe

DEM

ATTORNEY GENERAL
(Vote for One)

REP

Wesley Steven Millette

DEM

REP

Susanne Rael

DEM

Peter Varga

REP

Mark Barber

DEM

Tim Grasty

Tim Speight

REP

Rick Organ

DEM

PRESIDING JUDGE
COURT OF CRIMINAL
APPEALS, PLACE 2
(Vote for One)

COMPTROLLER OF PUBLIC
ACCOUNTS
(Vote for One)

Dan Plouffe

Therese Gustin

IND

Greg Converse

DEM

Derrick Melgar

Stanley Saari

GP

Jason Valle

LIB

IND
CON

NONPARTISAN
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
(Vote for One)

Petra Bencomo

PRESIDING JUDGE
TEXAS SUPREME COURT
PLACE 3
(Vote for One)

DEM

Randy H. Clemons

Deborah Kamps
Clyde Gayton Jr.

COUNTY JUDGE
(Vote for One)

MEMBER
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DISTRICT 2
(Vote for One)

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
(Vote for One)

REP

Gordon Kallas

Howard Grady

Ricardo Nigro

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 134
(Vote for One)

GOVERNOR
(Vote for One)

Dean Caffee

COUNTY TAX ASSESSOR
(Vote for One)

STATE SENATOR
(Vote for One)

REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS
(Vote for One)

DEM

SHERIFF
(Vote for One)

RAILROAD COMMISSIONER
(Vote for One)

Cecile Cadieux

REP

Jennifer A. Lundeed

COUNTY TREASURER
(Vote for One)

COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE
(Vote for One)
LIB
Polly Rylander

Corey Behnke

Dan Atchley
Lewis Shine

PROPOSITIONS
PROPOSITION 1

Without raising taxes and in order to
pay for public safety, public works,
parks and recreation, health care,
libraries, and other essential services,
shall Harris County and the City of
DEM Houston be authorized to retain and
spend all city and county tax revenues
in excess of the constitutional limitation
on total city and county fiscal year
spending for ten fiscal years beginning
with the 2011 fiscal year, and to retain
and spend an amount of city and tax
REP revenues in excess of such limitation
for the 2020 fiscal year and for each
DEM succeeding fiscal year up to the excess
city and county revenue cap, as defined
by this measure?

VOTE BOTH SIDES OF BALLOT

214

YES

214

NO

Ballot ID / Online Verification Number

HC-2016-11-08-420795502

Figure A3.1. Scantegrity II ballot
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Figure A3.2.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR VERIFYING YOUR VOTE ON-LINE AFTER YOU RETURN HOME
You have the OPTION of verifying your vote on-line after you return home. It is not necessary to do so. You may
ignore this step entirely; your cast ballot will be counted whether or not you do this verification process.
If you wish to verify your vote on-line, perform the following steps:
1. Fill out your ballot according to the instructions provided on the ballot. “Confirmation numbers” will appear inside
the oval you mark.
2. BEFORE YOU CAST YOUR BALLOT record the Online Verification Number and the confirmation numbers below,
using the special pen.
“On-Line Verification Number” from the bottom right corner of your ballot:

Race

Code

Race

President And Vice President

Judge Texas Supreme Court

United States Senator

Judge Court of Criminal Appeals

Representative in Congress

District Attorney

Governor

County Treasurer

Lieutenant Governor

Sheriff

Attorney General

County Tax Assessor

Comptroller of Public Accounts

Justice of the Peace

Commissioner of General Land Office

County Judge

Commissioner of Agriculture

Proposition 1

Railroad Commissioner

Proposition 2

State Senator

Proposition 3

State Representative District 134

Proposition 4

Member State Board of Education,
District 2

Proposition 5

Code

Proposition 6
3. Cast your ballot as usual using the polling station’s scanner. DO NOT CAST THIS SHEET, but take it home with
you.
4. After you have returned home, use a computer with an Internet connection to access the County’s vote verification
web page: mockelection.rice.edu. Here you will see instructions for verifying that the confirmation numbers you
wrote down are correctly recorded. Note that the confirmation numbers are randomly generated and cannot be used
to determine how you voted.

Figure A3.3.
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Figure A3.4.

Figure A3.5.
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